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Chapter Six
Features

Definition and Classification of Features
In Northeastern North America, where stratigraphy is often minimal at best, features are the chief
means by which context can be established at archaeological sites. Features are defined as soil
anomalies of human origin, which have altered normal soil horizons either by form, color, or content, or
by some combination of these three. Many features are recognized by having bowl-shaped profiles; by
having soil which is more oxidized than surrounding subsoils, and/or by containing unusually high
concentrations of particular cultural materials which have either been worked at or transported to the
site by human agency. As noted in Chapter Five, at the Little League Site, as at many Northeastern sites,
feature (B2) soils typically had Munsell values in the range of 7.5YR5/6 or 7.5YR5/8, while the unaltered
subsoil typically had a Munsell value of 10YR5/6. There is no agreement among archaeologists as to
what caused the oxidation of the small percentage of iron salts present in the soil from limonite
(Fe2O3.FeO) to hematite (Fe2O3). It could have been due to heating, or differential transmissivity of
water, or the decay of organic materials, or some combination of these factors. Whatever the cause,
most features at the site were recognized in the field principally on the basis of soil color.
As described in Chapter Four, the sampling strategy at the site during the Locational Survey phase on
each terrace was to excavate 50 centimeter x 50 centimeter test pits in a staggered block systematic
pattern. A total of 394 of these units were excavated during all operations. Soils interpreted as feature
soils were found in 233 of them, or 59.1% -- a rather high percentage. The percentage was slightly
higher on Terrace Three (62.5%) than on Terrace One (58.0%) and Terrace Two (57.5%). Each soil
anomaly was assigned a sequential number upon discovery. Some of the anomalies, as noted in Chapter
Five, were found upon sectioning to be of natural origin – e.g., tree roots or animal burrows. Others
were determined to be post-Contact period trash pits. The assigned numbers for these anomalies were,
nevertheless, retained. They included four soil anomalies on Terrace One (Features #164, #170, #178,
and #205), two anomalies on Terrace Two (Features #239 and #240) and four anomalies on Terrace
Three (Features #31, #39, #68, and #77). There were also two surface stone structures of probable
indigenous origin on Terrace Two which were assigned feature numbers (#237 and #238). They were
not excavated, because the current Native community considers them to be sacred items and prefers
that they not be disturbed (USET 2007). A visit to the site by two Native informants in the summer of
2018 (Cachat-Schilling 2018) confirmed this identification. Feature distribution is shown in Figure 6.1.
During the Locational Survey phases, a few of the units containing features were expanded to 50
centimeter by 1 meter or to 1 meter by 1 meter excavation units to explore them in greater detail.
Enlarging the original test pits to pursue features was the major research aim of the Site Examination
phases on all three terraces, and of the Data Recovery operation on Terrace Three. In the course of the
latter two types of operation, some of the anomalies identified at 5- or 10-meter intervals in the
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Figure 6.1: Horizontal Distribution of Features
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Locational Survey were found to connect to one another, and in these cases the higher of the two
feature numbers was discarded and the feature was redefined to include both areas. However, some
additional features were discovered, and numerous sub-features were identified within previously
defined feature perimeters in the course of these expansions. The former were assigned separate
feature numbers as before, and the latter were usually given decimal numbers within the general
feature number, following a modified version of the Harris Matrix System (Harris 1989); for example,
Feature #27.12. The result of this process of identification was a total of 229 numbered features and
165 sub-features (not counting the N-transforms noted in the previous chapter). Only three of these
features, all on Terrace Two (#8, #15, and #215) – were completely devoid of cultural material. These
three features had depths of no more than 12 cm, and were defined during the Locational Surveys as
shallow pits (in the case of Features #8 and #215) or as a soil stain (in the case of Feature #15). In
addition, twenty-two sub-features – eight on Terrace One (#146.1, 146.3, #155.1, #156.1, #169.1,
#169.2, #175.3, and #210.1) and fourteen on Terrace Three (#19.10, #20.1, #27.7, #27.16, #27.19,
#46.3, #46.5, #46.10, #46.15, #66.5, #74.3, #91.3, #102.4, and #105.2) – contained no cultural materials.
It is likely that many of these were not cultural features but natural soil anomalies.
Collectively, recoveries of all types (artifacts, debitage, organics, fire-cracked rock, and post-Contact
materials) within units containing features had a density ca. 2.5 times that in units without features
(1,275.2 per square meter, as opposed to 497.7 in units without features); the number of different types
within them was 2.4 times greater (13.8, as opposed to 5.8 in non-features); and the recoveries of
individual types in units containing features were 47.5 times more likely to exceed the mean than in
units without features, by as many as 8 standard deviations from their means, as shown below:
Exceed Means by Features and Sub-Features
Non-Features
2
0

3
0

11
0

14
0

31
0

53
0

114
2

390
11

Total
618
13
Figure 6.2: Individual Recovery Types in Excess of Mean Values
The units containing features, and the 154 test units which did not contain any features, were
distributed among the three terraces as shown below:
Terrace
1
2
3
Total
Feature
75
44
111
230
Expanded Unit
15
19
52
86
Sub-Feature
32
13
120
165
Non-Feature
49
33
72
154
Figure 6.3: Distribution of Units Containing Features, Sub-Features, and Non-Features by Terrace
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The Data Recovery operation on Terrace Three made it obvious that these totals represent only a
sample of the features which may be present at the site. Many more features probably lie within the
areas between excavation units on all three terraces, and the individual features defined below may be
more complex, and contain more sub-features, than the Locational Survey and Site Examination
operations were able to determine. It is also possible that some of the thirteen cases of non-features
shown in Figure 6.1, where the recovery totals did exceed the mean, were actually features which were
not recognized as such in the field. Thus, the potential for more information to be gleaned from
features at the site is very high, both in terms of their structure and content.
Despite these ambiguities, an attempt has been made to classify features, based principally upon their
size, depth, structure, and contents, as shown below. This tabulation includes both the numbered
features and any sub-features within them.
Terrace:
1
2
3
Soil Stain (0-10 cm depth)
7
6
29
Shallow Pit (5-15 cm depth)
16
4
19
Medium Pit (15-30 cm depth)
45
12
61
Deep Pit (30–50 cm depth)
11
23
43
Very Deep Pit (> 50 cm depth)
2
8
12
Small Pit (known diameter)
3
0
30
Large Complex Pit
2
0
10
House Floor
1
0
0
Post Mold
3
0
2
Hearth
1
2
3
Sand/Gravel Lens
3
3
10
Charcoal Lens
3
2
7
Burnt Rock Scatter
0
0
7
Unburnt Rock Scatter
7
1
2
Flake Scatter
4
0
2
Stone Structure
0
3
1
Historic Trash Pit
2
2
0
Figure 6.4: Features by Type, by Terrace

Total
42
39
118
77
20
33
12
1
5
6
16
12
7
10
6
4
4

A further caveat must be noted in regard to the use of depth measurements to classify feature types.
With the exception of some of the features examined during the Data Recovery operation on Terrace
Three, few features were excavated in their entirety. This was especially true of those features
examined in the Locational Surveys only in 50 cm x 50 cm test pits. It is entirely possible that these test
pits were inadvertently placed at the edges of deep features, and thus did not expose their maximum
depths. For example, on Terrace Two, Feature #226 was determined in the Locational Survey to have a
maximum depth of only 15 cm, and in the Site Examination this feature was chosen for expansion at
random from among several supposedly shallow pit features on that Terrace. Upon expansion,
however, it was found to have a maximum depth of 50 cm, which would place it in the category of deep
pit features. Similarly, in the Site Examination on Terrace One, Feature #187 was chosen for expansion
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at random from among several supposedly shallow pit features, and upon expansion the test pit was
found to be on the edge of a large hearth feature with a maximum depth of 45 centimeters below
junction. Without further excavation, it is impossible to determine whether any of the features defined
in the Locational Survey or even in the Site Examination operations as soil stains, shallow pits, or
medium pits are actually parts of deeper pits which were sampled only at their edges.

Individual Feature Types
Features were analyzed on the basis of their average depths within feature type, and on the basis of
their contents as compared with the averages of recoveries from all features, both in terms of quantities
of general classes of artifacts (ceremonial, chipped, pecked and ground stone, rough stone, and ceramic
vessels), debitage, fire-cracked rock, organic materials, and post-Contact materials; and of the number
of individual artifact and organic types, plus debitage, fire-cracked rock, and post-Contact materials
present in the feature, as compared with the average number of types for all features (= 6 types). See
Chapters Seven through Eleven for definitions of these types. Sample photographs of each feature type
and distribution maps (with features of each type shown in red) are provided below (Figures 6.5 – 6.37).
a. Soil Stains (Terrace One: Sub-features #136.1, #136.2, #146.1, #169.1, #197.5, #210.1;
Terrace Two: Features #14, #15, Sub-features #213.2, #218.2, #229.1, #236.1; Terrace Three:
Features #72, #93, #128, Sub-features #19.5, #19.6, #27.7, #27.10, #27.12, #27.15, #27.15,
#27.16, #27.17, #27.19, #27.22, #40.6, #46.14, #66.2, #66.3, #69.5, #71.4, #74.4, #84.4, #96.3,
#96.6, #102.4, #105.1, #105.2, #105.3, #118.1, #125.1): Soil stains are difficult to categorize, and
some of them might be of natural origin. Their average depth is 6.47 cm (range = 2 – 15 cm).
Eight of these soil stains (Feature #15; Sub-features #27.7, #27.15, #27.19, #46.14, #102.4,
#146.1, and #169.1) contained no cultural materials, and one soil stain (Sub-feature #96.6)
contained only fire-cracked rock. One soil stain (Sub-feature #71.4) contained only charcoal;
and three (Sub-features #118.1, #125.1, and #236.1) contained only fire-burnt rock and
charcoal. Some or all of these might be natural discolorations rather than cultural features.
Most soil stains (87.8%) had fewer than average types of recoveries, and none had as many as
1 above the average.

Figure 6.5: Soil Stain, Terrace Three, Feature #27.12
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of Soil Stains
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b. Shallow Pits (Terrace One: Features #146, #148, #152, #154, #156, #163, #169, #174, #180,
#182, #183, #184, #185, #186, #191, #199, #201; Terrace Two: Features #8, #215; Terrace
Three: Features #37, #41, #51, #53, #58, #78, #82, #89, #118.2, #132, Sub-features #26.3,
#27.21, #27.26, #27.27, #40.4, #46.16, #67.1, #74.3, #123.2, #123.5): These features had
defined bowl-shaped profiles, so most of them are probably cultural in origin. Their average
depth is 11.78 cm (range = 5 – 15 cm), and, like soil stains, they have below average quantities
of all types of cultural recoveries. Three shallow pits (Features #8 and #215, and Sub-feature
#74.3) contained no cultural materials, and two shallow pits (Features #37 and #215) contained
only fire-cracked rock. Three shallow pits (Features #163, #182, and #191) contained only
charcoal and fire-cracked rock. Some or all of these low-density anomalies might be natural
discolorations rather than cultural features. Most shallow pits (76.9%) had fewer than average
types of recoveries, and none had as many as 1 above the average.

Figure 6.7: Shallow Pit, Terrace One, Feature #182
c. Medium Pits (Terrace One: Features #136, #137, #138, #139, #140, #143, #144, #145, #147,
#149, #151, #155, #157, #158, #161, #162, #167, #168, #171, #172, #173, #176, #177, #179,
#181, #189, #190, #192, #193, #198, #200, #202, #203, #204, #207, #209, #211, #212, Subfeatures #137.1, #142.2, #169.2, #197.4; Terrace Two: Features #1, #3, #5, #13, #16, #214,
#224, #229, #243, Sub-feature #226.1; Terrace Three: Features #17, #18, #21, #23, #24, #25,
#26, #30, #32, #34, #35, #36, #38, #39, #45, #47, #48, #49, #54, #55, #56, #57, #59, #60, #62,
#63, #64, #65, #67, #73, #75, #79, #81, #86, #90, #95, #98, #99, #100, #104, #108, #109, #110,
#114, #120, #121, #122, #126, #131, #134, Sub-features #27.3, #27.13, #27.20, #40.3, #46.8,
#66.1, #69.4, #118.2, #123.1, #123.4, #123.6, #123.7):
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of Shallow Pits
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of Medium Pits
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These are by far the most common feature type, and they have well-defined profiles. Their
average depth was 23.33 cm (range = 15-30 cm). Four different features of this type had higher
than 3above average concentrations of vessels, bone, shell, and uncharred wood,
respectively. For all other cultural materials, medium pits contained below average quantities.
Features #34, #67, #98, #99, and #179, and Sub-feature #123.1, produced seven of the
radiocarbon dates recovered from the site, with uncalibrated means ranging from 8060 to 1315
B.P. One medium pit (Sub-feature #169.2) contained no cultural materials, and four medium
pits (Features #38 and #96; Sub-features #27.20 and #123.6) contained only fire-cracked rock.
Two medium pits (Features #64 and #151) contained only charcoal and fire-cracked rock. Some
or all of these might also be natural discolorations rather than cultural features, but there are
very few of them (5.9%) when compared with the total of this type. While the majority of
medium pits (56.5%) had fewer than average types of recoveries, 11 of them, 9.6% (Features
#35, #49, #98, #99, #126, #136, #159, #171, #179, #229, and #243) had as many as 1 above the
average, and 3, 2.6% (Features #36, #86, and #162) had as many as 2 above the average.

Figure 6.10: Medium Pit, Terrace Three, Feature #36

d. Deep Pits (Terrace One: Features #141, #142, #153, #159, #166, #187, #194, #196, #206,
#208, #210, Sub-feature #197.2; Terrace Two: Features #2, #4, #6, #10, #217, #219, #223, #225,
#226, #227, #228, #231, #232, #233, #234, #235, #236, #244, #245, Sub-features #216.1, #220.1,
#236.2; Terrace Three: Features #7, #22, #44, #52, #61, #71, #83, #84, #92, #94, #101, #102,
#105, #106, #107, #112, #115, #116, #117, #118, #119, #124, #125, #130, #133, #135, Subfeatures #19.1, #19.2, #19.7, #27.1, #27.5, #27.28, #36.2, #40.1, #40.2, #46.4, #46.5, #46.17,
#46.18, #66.7, #111.3,#130.1, #130.2): These features also had well-defined profiles; their
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of Deep Pits
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average depth was 39.25 cm (range = 31-50 cm). They contained above average concentrations
of ceremonial items, chipped stone tools, pecked and ground stone tools, rough stone tools,
fire-cracked rock, and post-Contact materials. The distributions of debitage and organic
materials were below average. Features #83, #226, #236, and Sub-feature #27.5 produced four
of the radiocarbon dates recovered from the site, with uncalibrated means ranging from 6360 to
2840 B.P. One deep pit, Sub-feature #46.5, contained no cultural materials, and one deep pit
(Feature #7) contained only fire-cracked rock. Two deep pits (Sub-features #27.1 and #46.4)
contained only charcoal, and one deep pit (Feature #22) contained only charcoal and firecracked rock. These might also be natural discolorations – possibly tree throws – rather than
cultural features. As with the medium pits, these are in the minority of features of this type
(6.5%). The majority of deep pits (70.1%) had above average types of recoveries; 16 of them,
20.8% (Features #71, #83, #84, #102, #105, #115, #187, #210, #217, #226, #234, #235, and #245;
Sub-features #27.5, #40.1, and #236.2) had recoveries as much as 1 above the average; and 3,
3.9% (Features #196, #232, and #236) had recoveries as much as 2 above the average.

Figure 6.12: Deep Pit, Terrace Three, Feature #102

e. Very Deep Pits (Terrace One: Feature #188; Terrace Two: Features #213, #216, #218, #220,
#221, #222, #230, #241; Terrace Three: Features #29, #33, #50, #74, #103, #113, #127, #150,
Sub-features #46.6, #66.4, #69.2, #96.2, #111.2): These were excessively deep, well-defined
pits, with an average depth of 65.23 cm (range = 52 – 80 cm). They contained quantities of
ceremonial items which were above 3 above average; of chipped stone tools which were
above 2 above average; of pecked and ground stone tools, rough stone tools, debitage, seeds,
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Figure 6.13: Distribution of Very Deep Pits
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shell, and post-Contact materials above 1 above average. Concentrations of fire-cracked rock
and bone were above average; while concentrations of vessels, charcoal, nutshell, and
uncharred wood were below average. Features #50, #74, and Sub-feature #46.6 produced three
of the radiocarbon dates recovered from the site, with uncalibrated means ranging from 5770 to
3640 B.P. All of the very deep features had above average types of recoveries, with 5, 22.7%
(Features #29 and #33; Sub-features #66.4, #69.2, and #96.2) as many as 1 above the average;
7, 31.8% (Features #50, #113, #188, #216, #218, #218, and #241) had as many as 2 above the
average; and 4, 18.2% (Features #74, #213, #220, and #230) had as many as 3 above the
average.

Figure 6.14: Very Deep Pit, Terrace Two, Feature #241

f. Small Pits (Terrace One: Sub-features #171.1, #176.2, and #191.1; Terrace Two: Feature
#11; Terrace Three: Features #28, #43, #70, #80, #97, Sub-features #19.3, #19.4, #19.10, #27.2,
#27.8, #27.9, #27.24, #40.7, #46.2, #46.9, #46.15, #49.2, #66.6, #83.2, #84.1, #84.2, #91.1, #91.2,
#91.3, #96.4, #102.2, #102.3, #103.1, #112.1, #114.1): These pits were mostly defined during
the Site Examination and Data Recovery phases, which exposed enough area to get a clear idea
of horizontal feature dimensions, which in these cases never exceeded 1 meter in diameter.
Their average depth was 22.30 cm (range = 9 – 48 cm). The quantity of post-Contact materials
in them was above average; all other recoveries were below average. Feature #28 produced
one of the radiocarbon dates recovered from the site, with an uncalibrated mean of 3010 B.P.
Two small pits (Sub-features #46.15 and #91.3) contained no cultural materials, and one small
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Figure 6.15: Distribution of Small Pits
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pit (Feature #43) contained only fire-cracked rock. One small pit (Sub-feature #191.1) contained
only charcoal and fire-cracked rock. These might also be natural discolorations rather than
cultural features. They constitute 12.1% of features of this type. Most small pits (75.8%) had
fewer than average types of recoveries, and only one, 3.0% (Sub-feature #103.1,) had as many
as 1 above the average.

Figure 6.16: Small Pit, Terrace Three, Feature #114.1

g. Large, Complex Features (Terrace One: Features #195, and #197; Terrace Three: Features
#19, #20, #27, #40, #46, #66, #69, #91, #96, #123): These were defined as large features which
contained five or more sub-features. All of them were from the Site Examination and/or Data
Recovery operations on Terraces One and Three. Their average depth was 44.36 cm (range = 17
– 75 cm). The Data Recovery operation showed that some of these features were very large;
Feature #27 alone occupied 28 square meters and contained 28 sub-features. Features #46,
#19, and #20 were somewhat smaller (11.4 sq. m, 11.0 sq. m, and 10.25 sq. m, respectively) but
also contained multiple sub-features (18, 10, and 5, respectively). The distributions of pecked
and ground stone tools, nutshell, and seeds were above 3 above average; the distributions of
chipped stone tools, rough stone tools, and fire-cracked rock were above 2 above average; the
distributions of ceremonial items and debitage were above 1 above average; and the
distributions of charcoal, bone, and post-Contact materials were above average. The
distributions of vessels, shell, and uncharred wood were below average. One large complex
feature (#96) contained only fire-cracked rock, but several of its seven sub-features contained
cultural material, so it is likely that this is a cultural feature. One of the sub-features , #96.1,
produced a radiocarbon date with an uncalibrated mean of 2220 B.P. Feature #19 produced
another radiocarbon date, with an uncalibrated mean of 6250 B.P. The majority of large,
complex features (83.3%) had above average types of recoveries, with 3, 25.0% (Features #20,
#195, and #197), as many as 1 above the average; 3, 25.0% (Features #40, #66, and #91), had
as many as 2 above the average; 3,25.0% (Features #19, #46, and #69), had as many as 3
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Figure 6.17: Distribution of Large, Complex Features
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above the average; and one, 8.3% (Feature #27), had as many as 4 above the mean. It is
possible that some or all of these features may have been house floors, though they did not
have the soil characteristics of the one defined house floor to be described below.

Figure 6.18: Large Complex Feature, Terrace Three, Feature #96
h. House Floor (Feature #175):
The sole example, from Terrace One, had a maximum depth of 20.00 cm. It was identified as a
house floor both by its linear dimensions (roughly circular, ca. 5 meters in diameter) and by the
general absence of the usual rock burden found at the site. The quantity of bone was above 3
above average; the quantity of rough stone tools was above 1 above average; and the
quantities of ceremonial items, chipped stone tools, and debitage were above average. All
other categories of cultural recoveries were below average. It also contained above 2above
the average number of types.

Figure 6.19: Probable House Floor, Terrace One, Feature #175 (note absence of rocks)
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Figure 6.20: Distribution of Post Molds
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i. Post Molds (Terrace One: #156.1, #195.1, and #195.2; Terrace Three: Feature #129;
Sub-feature #66.5): These features have cylindrical or conical profiles, with diameters of
ca. 10-15 cm and an average depth of 19.60 cm (range = 9 – 37 cm). They were only
found on Terraces One and Three. All cultural recoveries from them were below
average in quantity. Two of the post molds (Sub-features #66.5 and #156.5) contained
no cultural materials. These might also be natural discolorations – possibly root molds –
rather than cultural features. One post mold (Sub-feature #195.2) contained only
charcoal and fire-cracked rock. The proximity of Sub-feature #195.2 to Sub-feature
#195.1, and its placement within the large complex Feature #195, both suggest that it is
probably cultural in origin. All post molds had below the average number of types.

Figure 6.21: Post Molds, Terrace One, Features #195.1 and #195.2, in Plan and Profile

j. Sand/Gravel Lenses (Terrace One: Sub-features #142.1, #187.2, #197.1; Terrace Two:
Sub-features #213.1, #222.1, #241.1; Terrace Three: Sub-features #20.1, #20.2, #26.1,
#27.18, #46.1, #46.3, #46.10, #69.3, #69.6, #96.7): These were areas of varying grain
size, all of them within larger features. Their average depth was 14.00 cm (range = 4 –
40 cm). All cultural recoveries from them were below average in quantity. Three gravel
lenses (Sub-features #20.1, #46.3, and #46.10) contained no cultural materials, and one
gravel lens (Sub-feature #20.2) contained only fire-cracked rock. These might be the
result of the excavation of the deep pit features, and their refilling with basketloads of

Figure 6.22: Gravel Lens, Terrace Three, Feature #69.6
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Figure 6.23: Distribution of Gravel Lenses
glacial soil devoid of cultural materials (Hoffman 1987). The majority of gravel lenses
(81.3%) had below the average number of types of recoveries, and none had as many as
1 types above the mean.
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Figure 6.24: Distribution of Charcoal Lenses
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k. Charcoal Lenses (Terrace One: Sub-features Feature #159.1, #176.1, #195.4; Terrace
Two: Feature #12, Sub-features #221.1, and #227.2; Terrace Three: Sub-features #20.5,
#27.25, #36.1, #96.1, #102.1, #111.1, #123.3): These might have been firepits, but
showed little evidence of fire-cracked rock to allow identification as hearths. Feature
#12 and Sub-features #96.1, #102.1, #111.1, #159.1, #195.4, and #221.1 (2) produced
seven of the radiocarbon dates recorded from the site, with uncalibrated means ranging
from 6120 to 790 B.P. Their average depth was 14.00 cm (range = 5 =- 29 cm). As might
be expected, the quantity of charcoal in them was above average, but for all other
cultural materials the quantity was below average. Four charcoal lenses (Sub-features
#20.5, #27.25, #102.1, and #221.1) contained only charcoal, and one lens (Sub-feature
#227.2) contained only charcoal and fire-cracked rock, but all of these were
incorporated within larger features which contained cultural materials, so they are
probably all cultural in origin. The majority of charcoal lenses (83.3%) had below the
average number of types of recoveries. The number of types in Sub-feature #96.1
exceeds 1 above the average.

Figure 6.25: Charcoal Lens, Terrace Two, Feature #12 within Feature #10

l. Hearths (Terrace One: Sub-feature #187.1; Terrace Two: Sub-feature #218.1; Terrace
Three: Features #85 and #111; Sub-feature #69.1): These were defined by the presence
of large quantities of both fire-cracked rock (above 1 above average) and charcoal
(above 3 above average). Their average depth was 12.67 cm (range = 4 – 25 cm).
Recoveries of pecked and ground stone tools and rough stone tools were above
average; distributions of all other recoveries were below average. Feature #111 and
Sub-features #69.1, 187.1, and #218.1 produced four of the radiocarbon dates and the
one OSL date recovered from the site, with uncalibrated means ranging from 5670 to
1130 B.P. One hearth (Feature #85) contained only charcoal, and it is possible that it is
of natural origin, possibly a burnt stump, rather than a cultural feature. The majority of
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hearths (83.3%) had above average numbers of types, but only 16.7% (Feature #218.1)
had above 1 above the average.

Figure 6.26: Distribution of Hearths
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Figure 6.27: Hearth Feature, Terrace Two, #218.1
m. Burnt Rock Scatters (Terrace Three: Features #9 and #42; Sub-features #19.9, #27.4,
#118.3, and #120.1): These were concentrations of fire-cracked rock (above 2 above
average), but all other recoveries were below average. They were only found on
Terrace Three. Their average depth was 17.50 cm (range = 5 – 25 cm). Three of these
scatters (Feature #42 and Sub-features #19.9 and #27.4) contained only fire-burnt rock,
and they might be natural deposits rather than cultural features. However, the quantity
of fire-burnt rock in Sub-feature #19.9 was substantial (390 pieces), so this is likely
cultural in origin, especially given its placement within the large complex Feature #19.
The other three features of this type contained multiple types of recoveries. Feature #9
contained 2 scrapers, 2 utilized flakes, 30 pieces of debitage, and 65 pieces of charcoal
in addition to 2,541 fire-burnt rocks. Sub-feature #118.3 contained 16 graphite
paintstones, 6 hematite paintstones, 5 polished pebbles, 3 knives, 1 spokeshave, 1
utilized flake, and 1 andalusite crystal, 121 pieces of debitage, and 217 pieces of

Figure 6.28: Burnt Rock Scatter, Terrace Three, Feature #19.9
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charcoal, in addition to 1,939 fire-burnt rocks. Sub-feature #120.1 contained 3 knives, 2
abraders, 1 scraper, 1 utilized flake, 1 chopper, and 10 pieces of debitage, in addition to
1,593 fire-burnt rocks. However, all burnt rock scatters have fewer than the average
number of types.

Figure 6.29: Distribution of Burnt Rock Scatters
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Figure 6.30: Distribution of Unburnt Rock Scatters
n. Unburnt Rock Scatters (Terrace One: Sub-features #146.3, #147.1, 155.1, #160.1,
#172.1, #175.3; Terrace Two: Sub-feature #245.1; Terrace Three: Feature #160; Subfeatures #20.3, #27.23): These appeared to be deliberate concentrations of unburnt
rock, but some of them may be of natural origin. Their average depth was 22.50 cm
(range = 10 – 55 cm). They had concentrations of pecked and ground stone tools above
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average; all other cultural recoveries were below average in quantity. Seven of these
features (Sub-features #20.3, #27.23, #146.3, #147.1, 155.1, #175.3, and #245.1)
contained only rock concentrations, and it is possible that these are natural depositions
rather than cultural features. The majority of unburnt rock scatters (90.0%) have fewer
than the average number of types of recoveries, and none had as many as 1 types
above the mean.

Figure 6.31: Unburnt Rock Scatter, Terrace One, Feature #147.1
o. Flake Scatters (Terrace One: Sub-features #171.2, #188.1, #195.3, #210.2; Terrace
Three: Features #87, #88): These were discrete distributions exclusively of one lithic
material (arkose, arkose, argillite, arkose, quartzite, and quartz, respectively), and were
only identified on Terraces One and Three. Their average depth was 25.33 cm (range =
12-60 cm). The concentrations of debitage were above 2 above average, and
distributions of chipped stone tools were above average. All other cultural material
recoveries were below average in quantity. These features may represent individual
flaking events. Half

Figure 6.32: Arkose Flakes from One 5 cm Level in Feature #88, Terrace Three
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(50.0%) of flake scatters had fewer than the average number of types, and only 16.7%
(Sub-feature #171.2) had as many as 1 types above the mean.

Figure 6.33: Distribution of Flake Scatters
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p. Stone Structures (Terrace Two: Features #237 and #238, Sub-feature #226.2; Terrace
Three: Feature #79): The first two were above-ground structures found on Terrace
Two. Feature #237 was a small stone pile, while Feature #238, about 8 meters away,
was a stone row containing some quartz rocks (as is typical of Native American
ceremonial stone features) and oriented to Winter Solstice Sunset/Summer Solstice
Sunrise. Feature #238 connected to the stone wall which forms the northern boundary
of the Shaw property, but not at a right angle, as might be expected of Colonial walls.
As noted above, no excavation was undertaken at these loci, due to their sensitivity for
indigenous ceremonial practice. Native visitors to the site confirmed that these were in
fact examples of what are referred to by regional indigenous peoples as “prayers in
stone” (USET 2007). Hence, there were no recoveries from them. The potential
significance of these two structures will be addressed in Chapter Thirteen.

Figure 6.34: Stone Pile, Terrace Two, Feature #237

Figure 6.35: Stone Row, Terrace Two, Feature #238
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Sub-feature #226.2 was a partial stone circle which appeared at 15 cm below junction
and had a maximum depth of 32 cm below junction. Based upon the excavated portion,
it had a diameter of ca. 75 cm. It contained 1 flake knife, 1 ground stone fragment, 1
hammerstone, 2 shaft abraders, 2 graphite paintstones, 1 limonite paintstone, 26
polished pebbles, 39 rods, 14 pieces of debitage, 115 pieces of charcoal, and 10 pieces
of fire-cracked rock.

Figure 6.36: Partial Stone Circle, Terrace Two, Feature #226.2
The last example was a ring of piles of small stones found at junction as part of Feature
#79, ca. 85 cm in diameter, within which was an oval zone of reddened soil ,54-58 cm in
diameter, which extended to a depth of 30 cm below junction. The feature fill
contained 5 Herkimer diamonds, 2 graphite paintstones, 2 hematite paintstones, 1
basalt pecked pebble, 4 polished pebbles, 1 quartz utilized flake, 3 quartz flakes, and 2
pieces of charcoal. No photograph was taken of this feature.
q. Historic Trashpits (Terrace One: Features #170, #178; Terrace Two: Features #239,
#240):
These were identified largely on the basis of elevated recoveries of post-Contact items,
above 3 above average. Their average depth was 31.50 cm (range = 15 – 41 cm). They
also had above average distributions of pecked and ground stone tools, rough stone
tools, and debitage, suggesting that they might have been dug into pre-Contact
features, material from which became mixed with them. This was definitely the case

Figure 6.37: Historic Fill Zone (Feature #239) above Feature #236, Terrace Two
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Figure 6.38: Distribution of Historic Trash Pits
with respect to Features #239 and #240, which intruded into larger features (#236 and
#226, respectively). They were only found on Terraces Two and Three. All other
cultural materials in these features were below average in quantity. All four historic
trashpits had above average numbers of types, but only one, 25.0% (Feature #239) had
as many as 1 types above the mean.
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Ceremonial materials were very strongly concentrated in only four of the above feature types: Very
Deep Pits (34.67%), Deep Pits (33.18%), Medium Pits (14.77%), and Large Complex Pits (11.40%).
Combined, these accounted for 94.02% of all ceremonial items found in features. No other feature type
contained more than 1.34% of these. The same four feature types accounted for 89.22% of all chipped
stone artifacts, 90.98% of all pecked and ground stone artifacts, 87.62% of all rough stone artifacts,
78.3% of all debitage (flake scatters contained 14.03%), 71.53% of all fire-cracked rock, 37.95% of all
charcoal (hearths contained 45.74%), 44.73% of all nutshell, 100.0% of charred seeds, shell, and charred
wood, and 73.27% of all post-Contact artifacts (historic trash pits contained 11.96%). Aside from the
exceptions noted above, no other feature type contained more than 7.76% of any of these materials.
Yet these four types accounted for only 56.58% of all features and sub-features. While horizontal
dimensions of sub-features were not always recorded, these four types accounted for 83.39% of the
excavated area occupied by numbered features.
As noted in Chapter Five, there were seventeen numbered features and sub-features which were
determined, upon excavation, to be root molds, as well as twenty-two which were determined to be
rodent burrows. Five of the root molds (Terrace One: Sub-features #137.2, #155.2; Terrace Three: Subfeatures #71.1, #71.2, #71.3) and six of the burrows (Terrace One: Sub-feature #148.1; Terrace Three:
Sub-features #27.11, #46.11, #46.12, #46.13, #74.2) contained no cultural materials. One root mold
(Terrace One: Feature #164) contained only fire-cracked rock; while one root mold (Terrace One: Subfeature #146.2) and one burrow (Terrace One: Sub-feature #175.1) contained only charcoal; and three
root molds (Terrace One: Sub-features #195.5; Terrace Three: Sub-features #26.2, #27.6) and one
burrow (Terrace One: Sub-feature #145.1) contained only charcoal and fire-cracked rock. Also as noted
in Chapter Five, the remaining root molds and burrows contained small to moderate quantities of
cultural material, which may have either fallen into them from the features they penetrated, or, in the
case of rodents, may have been the result of “curative” behavior (Hoffman 1980).
In conclusion, the majority of the feature types (9 out of 17, 52.9%) were found on all three terraces.
Terrace Two was lacking six of the remaining eight types (small pits, large complex pits, house floors,
post molds, burnt rock scatters, and flake scatters), but it was the terrace on which the majority of stone
structures were found. This diminished repertoire may be due to the fact that the largest areal
exposure on Terrace Two was 1.75 square meters (Feature #216), as compared to 5.0 square meters
(Feature #188) on Terrace One and 28.0 square meters (Feature #27) on Terrace Three. Far fewer subfeatures were identified on Terrace Two (20) as well, as compared with Terrace One (46) and Terrace
Three (140). Burnt rock scatters were found only on Terrace Three, which lacked historic trash pits.
House floors were only definitively identified on Terrace One, but might also include some large
complex features on Terrace Three, such as Feature #27. A Spearman Rho comparison between the
frequency ranks of feature types on each pair of terraces gave values of 0.518 (Terraces One and Two),
0.636 (Terraces One and Three), and 0.583 (Terraces Two and Three), all of which are above the critical
value of 0.488 at the .05 confidence interval for 17 degrees of freedom. This indicates that the
occupations on the three terraces were similar in terms of the activities which took place on them.

